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Hearing commence at 11.35 am 
 
HILL, MS ANNE ROBINA, 
Executive Director, Regional Planning and Strategy, Department of Planning, 
examined: 

 
MILLAN, MR DENIS HENRY,  
Director, Strategic Projects, Department of Planning, 
examined: 
 
NUNN, MR DAVID, 
Director, Department of Planning, 
examined: 
 
 

The CHAIRMAN: On behalf of the Economics and Industry Stand ing Committee I would like to 
thank you for your interest and your appearance here today. The purpose of this hearing is to assist 
the committee in gathering evidence for its inquiry into caravans and camping. You have been 
provided with a copy of the committee’s specific terms of reference.  

The Economics and Industry Standing Committee is a committee of the Legislative Assembly of the 
Parliament of Western Australia. This hearing is a formal procedure of Parliament and therefore 
commands the same respect given to proceedings in the house. Even though the committee is not 
asking witnesses to provide evidence on oath or affirmation, it is important that you understand that 
any deliberate misleading of the committee may be regarded as a contempt of Parliament.  

This is a public hearing and Hansard will be making transcripts of the proceedings. If you refer to 
any document during your evidence, it would assist us and Hansard if you would provide the full 
title. Just for procedural issues, have you completed the “Details of Witness” form?  

The Witnesses: Yes.  

The CHAIRMAN: Do you understand the notes at the bottom of the form about giving evidence to 
the committee? 

The Witnesses: Yes. 

The CHAIRMAN: Did you receive and read the information for witnesses briefing sheet provided 
with the “Details of Witness” form today? 

The Witnesses: Yes.  

The CHAIRMAN : Do you have any questions in relation to being a witness at today’s hearing? 

The Witnesses: No. 

The CHAIRMAN: Thank you for your submission to the inquiry. Together with information 
provided today, your submission will form part of the evidence to this inquiry and may be made 
public. Are there any amendments that you would like to make to your submission? 

The Witnesses: No. 

The CHAIRMAN: We have a series of questions we will go through, but beforehand, would you 
like to make an opening statement? 

Ms Hill: Not really. I think we will just answer the questions as they come to us. 

The CHAIRMAN: Thank you very much for coming. We have been around to all the various 
zones, visiting caravan parks. We have noticed that there are significant differences in demand and 
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supply from region to region. A major impetus for undertaking the inquiry is to look at concerns 
about the adequacy going forward of caravan sites for caravanning and camping. The problem 
appears to be most significant on the coast both in the north and south. They are being eroded by 
two sources: firstly, rezoning for other purposes—tourism or whatever—and secondly, the 
encroachment of the growth of long stay. What is your outlook on the demand and supply for 
caravan parks and those pressures and how we can preserve camping and caravan sites going 
forward, particularly on the coast? 

Ms Hill: I think that because the caravan parks tend to be a relatively low-value use, when they are 
in particularly iconic sites there will always be pressure to deliver the highest and best use. Where 
the land is freehold, there is quite an incentive for the person who owns it obviously to capitalise on 
that value. Probably, there is very little in the planning sense that we can do about that, other than 
put major constraints on development through local planning schemes, which of course is 
interfering with people’s property rights. There are a number of caravan parks still on government 
land that are owned leasehold, and those are the ones that are probably most able to be protected. 
With respect to permanent residents, I would just like to separate perhaps the major resource growth 
areas from places like the metro area. 

The CHAIRMAN : Yes, I think you should do. 

Ms Hill: In the resource growth areas I guess it is fair to say that it is difficult to keep up with the 
demand for dwelling sites, and there are a number of reasons for that. Partly it has been planning, in 
that the planning perhaps has lagged a little bit. More importantly, it is difficult to get these sites 
through the various approvals processes, so through native title, heritage and environment approval, 
and indeed, mining tenement approval. So there has been a lag. That has put prices of dwellings up, 
both rental and to buy, and that has pushed people into caravan parks, which has in turn displaced 
the tourists. They are long stay rather than permanent, because they are still people who are quite 
mobile. In the metro area in particular, and to some extent in the south west, we have a different 
kind of permanent resident. These are often more elderly people. They are people who have chosen 
to live in that kind of lifestyle. They are the sorts of people who are now being targeted by the 
lifestyle village industry. Of course, go back two decades and that did not exist. That is perhaps a 
little bit harder to deal with, because these people believe themselves to be homeowners, and they 
do in fact own their home; they just do not own the land that it is sitting on. We have a major 
problem there, particularly with metro sites that are often in residential-zoned areas. They then 
redevelop and we have got some quite vulnerable people who then are displaced. I guess those are 
the two. The first one I think we need to deal with by doing a lot better in planning and constructing 
workers’ accommodation in these areas. It needs to be affordable workers’ accommodation. Our 
mining towns in Western Australia are considerably more expensive to live in than mining towns in 
Queensland, for example. With respect to the elderly people, it is possibly a transitional issue and 
the people who are currently choosing that lifestyle will at some point choose a park-home facility 
that is actually designed for long-stay, park-home-type use, but just at the moment we still need to 
deal with that. In terms of looking forward, we can only really talk about planning. We have got a 
planning bulletin at the moment, which I think you have, on caravan parks. It is planning bulletin 
49, which we made available with the submission. There is another planning bulletin that is more 
specifically residential leasehold estates and developments, which picks up the park-home side of it. 
There is a state planning policy that is currently being written, and it is in draft form at the moment, 
that looks at tourism accommodation generally and picks up caravan parks. But I guess it is 
probably fair to say that there are a huge number of competing interests. One of the issues we have 
with tourism accommodation generally is that you have got the split between the developers and the 
operators. The developers and the operators have quite different needs in terms of developing 
tourism accommodation, whether it is caravan parks or otherwise. One wants to get in, get out and 
make the money, and the other one needs a product that will go for several decades and have a 
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business case. At the moment, as you have possibly heard, the Tourism Council is doing a review of 
tourism accommodation that is trying to nut out those particular issues. 

The CHAIRMAN: Is it your perception that caravanning and camping as a tourism option is 
growing or shrinking? Do you have any evidence on that? 

Ms Hill: We do not have any evidence. We would speak of it from the Department of Planning 
point of view. I will refer to my colleagues if they are aware of it, but generally, I think it is fairly 
steady. It is an affordable form of tourism accommodation. We do have an aging population. I guess 
logic would suggest that the grey nomads phenomenon is going to increase, so I would think that 
there would be a growing amount, as you said, primarily on the coast and in particular iconic 
situations. 

The CHAIRMAN: We notice and support the differentiation with the northern mining towns, 
though one of the comments is that they have been so overwhelmed. They have a mining boom 
going on. They have huge demand they cannot keep up with, so caravans accommodating workers 
take priority over caravanning and camping sites. I think it is a rational choice. The option is the one 
that you suggested. I think the Shire of Roebourne is building 1 200-man-bed facility at the airport. 
However, Karratha and Port Hedland still have inadequate sites for caravanning, and the grey 
nomads on a long trip often struggle to stop there. I think the Shire of Roebourne is looking at a 
caravan site. Our assessment is that, particularly with encroachment or rezoning for alternative use, 
there are an inadequate number of caravan sites, particularly in the south west. People put two 
options to us. One is to have shires more actively involved. There are some shire-owned ones with 
crown land vested in the shire. That gives us some kind of stability of ownership going forward. 
The other one is to zone things not as tourist but as caravan sites. I think on that latter point there 
were some changes in the 1990s and in this decade from zoned caravan to zoned tourist. There is 
some pressure to go back. Can you describe that process for me? 

Mr Millan: Perhaps I can make some comments if I may. I think you get the two schools of 
thought: one is where you may have a generic tourism site, and it is really up to the volition of the 
actual owner whether he goes anything from the five-star hotel right through to a caravan park and 
purely tourism. That can be driven obviously by a number of factors: the economics of it, the 
availability and degree of infrastructure, market trends et cetera. At the moment, if you go through 
the local authority schemes in the metropolitan region, almost without exception, they are either 
excluded in all zones, so you really have to create a special use zone for it, or in some particular 
cases, they may be an additional use, for example, in a rural zone. There is no consistency. One 
example I know of personally is a park-home development without sewer, standard water and 
power in Serpentine-Jarrahdale under its scheme. That is developed with a lagoon system of 
effluent disposal, as distinct from other sites where they would have the normal urban facilities of 
water, sewerage, power and Telecom and public facilities available. The way I would read it at the 
moment, it is almost a transitional phase from what was the old traditional caravan park that 
happened to have rather long-stay caravans there. The indicator was a little white picket fence and 
roses. They were there for a bit more than three months. Now, as Anne has indicated, you get the 
transition into lifestyle villages, which are quite specifically designed and targeted at the sector and 
that area, in many cases, unfortunately, to the detriment of the general tourism trade, particularly in 
the metropolitan region, where the infrastructure has probably been there for 20 or 30 years. They 
look at that aspect. I think Kingsway is a classic example of that. It has been rezoned through the 
normal statutory process. It is then urban, residential with a higher density, or some elements are 
commercial. At the end of the day the numbers stop the caravan industry side of it instead of 
spending a lot of money on upgrading all the infrastructure and simply moving on.  

The issue that I think will be prevalent through tourism is where to encourage people coming into 
the state—in particular to the Perth metropolitan region—to stay, short of Gingin or somewhere.  

[11.50 am] 
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The CHAIRMAN: With Kingsway most of that stuff has been taken out of the tourism supply 
stock already and it has been turned into a de facto lifestyle village. Now the land value has risen, 
the higher-value use is in permanent residential. This is being driven by two things, let us be honest: 
land prices and alternative use values, other than caravanning and lifestyle villages in certain 
circumstances. That is the reality we have to deal with. What we are trying to do primarily is to 
have planning mechanisms to ensure the lowest-value uses, the caravan parks, are retained along the 
coast.  

Mr Millan: If I may, there are two primary issues: one is land use and the other is land tenure. Land 
use is governed by the statute process of planning schemes. The corporate part of that is the 
planning strategies to give the future vision, usually about a 15 to 20-year time frame. I believe that 
as part of that strategy and review of schemes, they should be mindful of both of those major 
attributes: one is the tourism aspect of caravan park development, and the other is the relatively new 
innovation of park homes. I believe that park homes have a different design criteria, particularly the 
urban interface, because you are looking more towards—apart from the infrastructure—the 
proximity to community facilities, public transport et cetera. In the tourism parks I think you are 
trying to refocus into areas of interest, be it the Swan Valley or near ocean frontages. The major 
concern is when you get into land tenure—this is Kingsway—again it is a time frame, and there are 
higher and better uses there, unless it is a directive of government and an intention by government 
to use crown land and then facilitating that on the open market through tendering systems for the 
development of long-term leasing with the management regime in the private sector or not-for-
profit organisations. Most importantly, it is retention of land ownership so that the crown—or 
government—still has that ownership. Ultimately, unless there is a change in that philosophy, it 
would be retained for that purpose almost until such time as some higher use, a more social benefit 
or directive from government could be derived. That in its most simple framework is what we 
would be looking at.  

Mr Nunn: I have a comment that whichever framework you use, planning or land control will 
come under pressure from those market forces that you referred to. My involvement has been 
largely with Ningaloo and Coral Bay through the Ningaloo coast regional strategy. 

The CHAIRMAN : David, you were involved in that sustainable plan up there, that separate group?  

Mr Nunn: Yes, the Ningaloo Sustainable Development Office, yes. 

The CHAIRMAN : Okay, good.  

Mr Nunn: Interestingly, what the state put down through the Planning Commission’s Ningaloo 
coast regional strategy was a requirement to retain 50 per cent of tourist accommodation in Coral 
Bay in caravan and camping. We are largely looking at trying to administer that through a planning 
scheme. The amendments and fine work on that are still in process, and probably the same thing 
would happen there. It is a highly desirable location and eventually it will be market attractive not 
to have campers and caravanners there. The government of the day decided it wanted to retain that 
holiday experience so it is available for people in caravans and for camping, so that has been locked 
in. It is a slightly unusual approach, and we will see how it is sustained in the long run with the 
other forces that come to bear. You have a land tenure control with the caravan park in Coral Bay, 
which also quite regularly makes requests to convert the tenure of that to freehold.  

Mr W.J. JOHNSTON : In respect to that, we are aware that there are several pastoral leases that 
are running what generously could be called a nature-based caravan park on their leases. Does the 
department have a comment or policy or anything to say about that type of diversification?   

Mr Nunn: Generally or across the Ningaloo coast? I can talk specifically about the Ningaloo coast. 

Mr W.J. JOHNSTON : I was not actually thinking of the Ningaloo coast, but I am happy to discuss 
that. 
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Mr Nunn: Generally, I can make a comment as well. The diversification is, generally, as I 
understand it, through the Pastoral Land Boards and the land administration system. The Ningaloo 
coast is a little interesting because of the number of people who are there, and the management that 
goes with that. A number of these people are not actually on the pastoral lease they are in the 
marine park, so there are all these access complications as they go through. It is not planned; it is 
not formally managed. We were at a point where the government was looking to introduce a more 
normalised accountable arrangement there. Whether we do that on a pastoral lease or public land 
tenure with or without the pastoralists involved is a debatable point.  

Mr W.J. JOHNSTON : I will refer specifically to where people are camping on pastoral leases and 
not worry about that crown land factor, because I was not actually thinking about the Ningaloo reef 
situation. I was thinking about south Broome, but I do not want to get anybody into trouble. The 
cities are a long way apart and it is inevitable that there will be campers, particularly with these 
modern RVs that are totally self-contained. People have given evidence that they can travel for 28 
days without having to plug in. It is inevitable that they will go into these places, and I am asking 
specifically about pastoral leases. Do you have a view? Is there a policy position on where these 
nature-based places are growing by themselves at the moment? Do you have a view about it all?  

Mr Millan: Yes, and I have some background experience in this area. I was previously on the 
Pastoral Lands Board representing DOLA as it was in those days. I was also the officer in charge of 
the pastoral lease exclusion program, which meant throughout the state working in conjunction with 
the Department of Conservation and Land Management as it was, to gain lands back to the crown 
and preserve them for various uses, particularly conservation. With the pastoral leases most people 
probably do not understand, including the pastoralists, that the leases stop 40 metres short of the 
high water mark. You would find, in the main—this is generalising—the dominance of occupation 
of that area is unlawful, if you look at the legislation, and it is within that 40 metres on portion of it. 
It is obviously accessed through the pastoral lease and there is a form of management with the use 
of station tracks. There are usually informal arrangements of donations to the pastoralists. In many 
areas there was some concern that a firm, built environment was starting, so it was not just the 
casual drive in. In a previous hat, I was also in charge of a program for squatters right along the 
coast. I do have some background and knowledge in that area. We removed roughly 1 000 squatters 
north of Perth going through to Exmouth, along that area. This is quite common. It has serious 
environmental issues in some of these areas. There is obviously the economics of it for the caravan 
parks industry. You would have people paying $20 to $30 a night in a caravan park in a small town, 
and there would be people residing in very close proximity using those facilities—free basically—
while living out on the pastoral leases. There was this dichotomy and the need for better control. 
Through the pastoral legislation, which is captured in the Land Administration Act 1997, there are 
provisions whereby through the Pastoral Lands Board the pastoralist may be granted a permit. 
Usually this relates to the classic farm stay or station stay using the old shearers’ sheds; though this 
is erroneous as most of them did not have shearers’ sheds. But that was good enough, and it helped 
a fairly low key tourism aspect to it. It is a different lifestyle. I could see how many people would 
embrace that, whether they are locals or overseas visitors, as something a bit different. It is a bit of a 
change, as it were.  

[12.00 noon] 

From that aspect, the pastoral lease industry is starting to get more formalised through the Pastoral 
Lands Board in that area. There are also other avenues through our permit system that they can put 
in horticultural pursuits and things like this. All of this helped, if it was structured correctly, the 
pastoralist remaining on the land, but it also gave some governance to the land uses in tourism 
within that area. That is the general sort of overview. 

Mr Nunn: I think the station stay level of things does not really raise a planning issue that the state 
has been mindful of. If it is administered through the diversification permit process, it is fine. It is 
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just where you get that odd hot spot where the scale of it starts to change, and it brings a whole lot 
of implications with it, one of which you raised, Denis, which was the competition with perhaps 
some businesses in town, for example. 

The CHAIRMAN : But that is life. 

Mr Nunn: That is life. Generally, local governments, with their planning schemes, have principally 
been focused around town sites. The rest of it is just rural, and what goes goes. 

The CHAIRMAN: What has happened up north, of course—in this case Broome—is that all the 
existing sites are full. Everyone is going to the overflow, and if you really want to be there in the 
overflow, you can stay only a limited time, and then you have to move on. Therefore, my 
perception was that this specific one that Bill was referring to is providing an essential service. 
Most people would not be in the area without it. That is a simple fact. It looked to me like it had 200 
dwelling units, so it is very large, and they were having a great time. 

Mr Nunn: They always do. They are the best ones. 

The CHAIRMAN : They were all about the same age and the same lifestyle and whatnot. Moving 
them on would cause a riot, I am afraid, so we will send you up there to do it! 

Mr Nunn: You can only take so many in one lifetime. 

The CHAIRMAN: Especially up in the north, it appears to us, and the data shows, that the number 
of grey nomads and caravanning are growing, especially with the pressures of the construction 
boom, the lack of caravan sites and rezoning those for resorts. We have to do something to provide 
additional low-priced places, because other information is that grey nomads are pretty tight for 
money. Therefore, some mechanism has to be provided to have low-cost caravanning, and often, 
because of the nature of it, it has to be joint use. It seemed to us that the pastoral leases might be a 
way to do that; that is, a pastoral lease might be able to have a section that is also a caravan park or 
nature-type — 

Mr Millan: There are examples of that. The classic one is Eighty Mile Beach. 

The CHAIRMAN : Yes. We did not go there. 

Mr Millan: Under the old 116 provisions of the previous Land Act, they were granted several 
hectares of land that was excised out of the pastoral lease, because under that legislation there was 
no permit flexibility. So, to be legitimate, if you like, and compliant, they would remove five 
hectares or 10 hectares from there, with controlled access to it. Then the pastoralist would usually 
run that in conjunction with his pastoral lease. Quite often, it would be the same around a 
homestead. They may excise it out of the pastoral lease, give them a special lease, in the old 
language, or a general lease now, and that would be run in conjunction, and conditioned to run as 
part and parcel of the pastoral activities. In most cases, it mainly provided common infrastructure 
and access. So it simply made sense in that area. 

Ms Hill: From the point of view of the planning framework, I do not think there are any major 
constraints on that happening, subject to the local council scheme there. So, from a planning point 
of view, it is not an issue. As David mentioned, when it starts to get very large, it starts to get quite 
permanent and  it starts to become effectively a little town, then you might have other reasons for 
making sure that the standard is high, that the tourism experience is high and that you do not have 
other problems. I think that some of the caravan parks in Coral Bay, for example, that got very large 
and under a lot of pressure are perhaps not an ideal situation for anybody to stay in, whether it is 
short or long stay. But that is not so much a planning issue; it is more of a regulatory — 

The CHAIRMAN: As you well know, the problem with Coral Bay is twofold. One thing is that it 
has been slow to ramp up for big demand, and the second is the—what do they call it—Soweto, and 
that is simply a disgrace. Probably it would be pretty hazardous if a fire went through there. 

Mr Nunn: Definitely. 
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The CHAIRMAN: I know that changes have been made to allow worker accommodation to be 
built. Whether that is economically viable or not is for the market to determine. I suspect it is not. 

Mr Nunn: No. I think the state has gone a fair way to try to do what it can to support that viability. 
In the tourism sector, there is a bit of a false economy, if you like, in Coral Bay because of what 
they have actually had to fund, whereas now they are having to perhaps lift their gaze a little on 
that. 

The CHAIRMAN : Yes. The state has made a big investment in that area; it is huge. Hopefully, it 
will get a return on it. There is a side issue that I want to talk about in Coral Bay. When you drive 
from Exmouth to Coral Bay, it is an hour and a half drive. There are not too many formalised access 
sites to the Ningaloo Reef, other than Coral Bay. 

Mr Nunn: No. Ningaloo Station is probably the main one. 

The CHAIRMAN : That is south of Coral Bay. 

Mr Nunn: No, north. You have a national park, defence land, and then Ningaloo Station. A lot of 
that camping that you were referring to is happening there. 

The CHAIRMAN: And you are happy with that being unregulated, or is there pressure to regulate 
that camping in those areas? 

Mr Nunn: There is pressure to regulate it. The strategy, coupled with the exclusion process that 
Denis referred to, was to try to retain that low-key outback camping experience—not a caravan park 
experience, but bringing in a better standard of management in terms of the waste, the access and 
some of the damage that is actually occurring to that coastline as well, just from the sheer numbers 
of people. 

The CHAIRMAN : How many people do you think go in there? 

Mr Nunn: At peak times—if you go there in July school holidays, you get about a thousand people 
on that Ningaloo coast—just that Ningaloo Station coastline. South of that you go to Warroora. 
They are the two main ones where you have the informal camping occurring. The policy that was 
set out for that was to use the pastoralists in partnership to manage it. At the end of the day, I guess 
it is the state that is held accountable by the broader community about what is happening there, but 
it does not necessarily want to have to go in and remove the pastoralists and have a role—step in 
and do it a la the national park, for example, but actually do it in a partnership. There are different 
views about that, and there is probably a lot of suspicion flying around from one side to the other 
about what really it was about. 

Mr W.J. JOHNSTON : Is there any update about that two-kilometre excision of the pastoral leases 
along the coast? DEC told us last Thursday or Friday that the proposal that apparently has been 
around for 20 years is to remove that 40-metre boundary back to two kilometres along that coral 
coast. 

Mr Nunn: It goes back to the ecosystems reports regarding the conservation and reserves planning 
in the late 1970s about trying to keep development a couple of kilometres back from the coast. 
There have been various studies and things done in the years since then. One that they no doubt 
referred to was that a select committee looked at it as well, particularly in relation to Ningaloo 
Station. That, I guess, is the long backdrop to the nomination by the state to exclude that strip of the 
coast. Is your question about the status of it now, or — 

Mr W.J. JOHNSTON : Where is it at? 

Mr Nunn: It is signed up. Under the previous government, they signed exclusion agreements. They 
are in place, and there are opportunities for early surrender exchange for development benefits as 
part of that for some of them. All but one station had an exclusion agreement with the state. That 
was Ningaloo Station, which chose not to sign up. That had certain implications legally for what 
that means for their lease—namely, non-renewal in 2015 of the entire lease. We understand that 
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there were submissions to the current Minister for Lands to review that situation with a view to 
perhaps retreating the amount of the exclusion. We are not sure, because there are no decisions on 
that. There is one that has been made. I think the Cardabia Station—which is the Baiyungu 
Aboriginal Corporation—which has the responsibility for the delivery of workers’ accommodation 
in Coral Bay as part of a bigger native title settlement, have signed a framework agreement with the 
current Minister for Lands, which would see them implementing their exclusion. So there will be 
one two-kilometre exclusion on Cardabia Station that will be implemented. The others are in place; 
they are locked. What is reviewed by the current minister and the outcomes of that review are 
unknown at this point. 

Mr Millan: If I may, 2015 is the rollover. Unless there is legislative change, any lease like 
Ningaloo—there is one more at Diemals, which is north of Southern Cross—they are the only two 
that we were unsuccessful in actually getting the pastoralists to sign. The perception was that it 
would never happen, but it did. The legislation went through. It was a matter without endorsement, 
but by agreement, accepting—you usually negotiated what the exclusion was from the particular 
property. But in 2015, there is no right of renewal or rollover of the lease, and there were only those 
two exceptions because of that. Other provisions, particularly along Ningaloo, related to early 
surrender within two years, or some adjusted time frame. There was heavy pressure along that area 
initially for the two-kilometre strip. In some cases that varied because of the terrain or fence lines, 
depending on the stock-carrying capacities and the physical characteristics of the area. In other 
cases it came down to one kilometre. Most of the time you tried to take into account the actual built 
environment and management of the pastoral lease. So it was not just an arbitrary line; it related to 
the physical characteris tics there, access into it and things like that. Also, as part of the coastal 
reports, there were certainly tourism nodes developed and identified there. Most of the time they 
would be progressed with the full cooperation of the relevant pastoralist, because you are dependent 
in many ways for the infrastructure and the access. So you could get access easements et cetera to 
facilitate public access into discrete and identified nodes through that area. 

Mr Nunn: If you move up that coast, with all the pastoral leases that are affected by that, and look 
at what the development opportunities are that were flagged in the strategy, certainly the current and 
medium-term development opportunities are all allocated to the pastoral lessee. You have Quobba 
Station, which is exclusively pastoral lessee; Gnaraloo Station, which is exclusively pastoral lessee. 
There is one ecotourism node identified there. Tourism WA particularly wants to bring a 
professional ecotourism operator into that area. There is a lot of pressure on the planning system to 
make sure that is opened up and the participation bases broadened. Warroora Station is again 
exclusively coastal camping, and is under some sort of orderly management regime. There are 
opportunities around the homestead for expanded tourism, which were also on offer and available to 
them but which they chose not to take. On Cardabia Station, again, there is exclusively one tourism 
node on that station available to the station owner. With Ningaloo Station, because there was no 
agreement, it is not locked in, but there were certainly a series of offers made whereby they could 
continue to play a role, as they do now, and/or expand it, in various sorts of mixes that were 
available. But there was that desire to bring some other tourism product onto that coast, over and 
above the low-key camping. 

Mr W.J. JOHNSTON : That is the question I was going to get to. Let us take an ecotourism 
operator. What you are referring to is like the Hilton or something like that, is it, or what are you 
referring to when you say an ecotourism operator? Is that something that I cannot afford to go to? Is 
that what you mean, or what sort of thing do you mean when you say that? 

Mr Nunn: At this point, the strategy—for example, let us take an ecolodge node up to 100 beds. It 
does not say it is high tariff, low volume, or vice versa. Certainly, one of the objectives was to 
diversify the mix, and Tourism WA are keen to bring some more higher-end in, if you like. There 
are plenty of lower end and there are plenty of middle end that the existing providers can cater for. 
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So, potentially, it could be that. It could be a highly exclusive, small-bed number, high- tariff place 
that you and I would not be able to afford to go to, but that decision has not been made.  

[12.15 pm] 

Mr W.J. JOHNSTON : When you say that there is plenty of low-end accommodation, the evidence 
we have is that there is an overall reduced capacity—not specifically on the Ningaloo coast—for 
caravan holidays, yet there is an increasing number of vans. The vans are becoming increasingly 
sophisticated and are able to operate independently, so what people may have seen only as camping 
once upon a time is now really moving into the world of caravanning as well. Are there actually 
enough spots on the coast for a caravanning experience? 

Mr Nunn: Generally, my understanding from Tourism WA is exactly what you have said—that 
there is an increase in the number of vans and a decreasing number of sites. 

Mr W.J. JOHNSTON : So in fact we do not have enough spots? 

Mr Nunn: Anecdotally, that is our understanding, yes. 

The CHAIRMAN: At Ningaloo, you say you have a planning process for a number of identified 
sites that have been largely allowed to pastoralist lessees. Are they providing those now? 

Mr Nunn: It has grown up over time informally. People have self-selected where they go. 

The CHAIRMAN : Yes, but people have to get access through the pastoralists. Do they allow 
access? 

Mr Nunn: They do, because there is a fee— 

The CHAIRMAN : They charge? 

Mr Nunn: They charge for that access. 

The CHAIRMAN: My concern with the Coral Bay area is that besides planning, there is a bed 
limit of 3 000, including the workers. 

Mr Nunn: It is 3 600 overnight visitors and up to about 400 workers. 

The CHAIRMAN : Okay. 

Mr Nunn: It effectively doubled the number of tourist beds in Coral Bay. 

The CHAIRMAN: And there is some growth in the number of holiday homes there, taking up 
some of the space. Nonetheless, the demand for that area is going to grow quite significantly; you 
can just see it. It is a 12-hour drive from Perth, and so on and so forth. Although we did not go into 
the informal spots, there are not too many formal spots. My view is that there is a grossly 
inadequate number of formal spots, even when Coral Bay gets to its capacity. There are not too 
many formal spots between Exmouth and Coral Bay.  

Mr Nunn: Warroora station has a homestead stay. There was talk of constructing a caravan park 
there, but for whatever reason that is not the right thing for Warroora at the moment. The question 
with Coral Bay is pretty much that the caravan and camping component at 50 per cent is already 
provided, so the growth that will be seen in Coral Bay will be in non-caravan camping, assuming 
50 per cent remains intact. We could either say that we need to increase the number of caravan bays 
in Coral Bay to absorb the flow, or do what the strategy does, which is to say, “Let’s create some 
other opportunities”. For example, Ningaloo station, in the vicinity of the homestead, identifies a 
tourism node that could be up to, say, a 500-bed caravan park; it is a similar situation at Warroora 
station. They are there in plan; it is the roll-out of that. It was attempted to integrate the roll-out of 
that with the exclusion process to provide the opportunity for the current people to make the move, 
but for a couple of those stations it has not worked out. 

Ms Hill: To segment this a little more, there are caravanners who want to go to a nice place and 
stay there for a week or so. There are also people who go from point A to point B and need a safe 
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place to stop overnight. There are slightly different requirements. One of the other things that could 
be better examined is planning of the service station and roadhouse network, so that there are 
regular stops with reasonably well-equipped caravan sites behind them.  

The CHAIRMAN: We have heard quite a few complaints, particularly in the north, that there are 
not enough off-road sites, particularly those related to dump sites. It is a long coast and there is a lot 
of space. If someone goes through Karratha or Port Hedland and they are full, they have a long way 
further to go. Many of them are older and do not drive for more than a few hours a day. 

To turn to the south west, we found that almost every place on the coast, or even in the hinterland, 
had long-stays, even in Manjimup. The demand was not overwhelming, and the caravan parks were 
struggling and barely economical, but there was some long-stay desired there so that everyone 
could go. It was driven by a combination of things, one of which was the economics of running a 
caravan park; cash flow is needed throughout the year. The second component was the demand 
brought about through the lack of low-cost housing and the high price of housing elsewhere. From 
our perspective we came at this from the view that long-stays are eating into the available tourist 
sites. In all these cases—except Manjimup—there were people staying for periods of time, and that 
time can be quite large. Somebody from one of these settlements basically said that he is full for 
five months of the year. That is a long time, and they have overflow. He is turning it into a lifestyle 
village on adjacent land. These lifestyle villages that are springing up appear to me to be a possible 
solution to this low-cost housing stuff. If it can be developed on land other than caravan parks, we 
might be able to solve the low-cost housing issue without eating into the caravan parks. What do 
you think about that? 

Mr Nunn: Are lifestyle villages low cost, though? 

The CHAIRMAN: No, there are some gradients here. A lot of people are staying in these caravan 
parks at very low cost, and they probably could not afford to go into a lifestyle village, although 
some of them could. There are always gradients. Besides heavily subsidised government housing, 
there is no alternative for many of the people living in existing long-term permanent arrangements 
in caravan parks, especially in rural areas, even including Mandurah and Busselton. Nonetheless, 
there are always gradients. Lifestyle villages appear to me to be a relatively low-cost way for people 
to have their own house for a period. That could diminish some of the pressure on the caravanning 
demand. It appears to the committee that they are mostly developed in caravan sites or ex-caravan 
sites, and therefore there must be some law or zoning preference or restrictions given to caravans 
that attracts these lifestyle villages. The alternative I see is that they might be able to get land that is 
in farming or somewhere else and we can develop it outside caravan parks in some way and take 
some of the pressure off caravan parks. 

Mr Nunn: I guess the locations would need to be selected, because there will be demand for a 
whole lot of support services, whether they are medical or whatever. 

The CHAIRMAN : That would apply to the caravan park, too. 

Mr Nunn: If people are living there, though, it would be setting up a sort of caravan park retirement 
village, in a way. I should not narrow that; there are actually a lot of young people staying there. 

The CHAIRMAN: Not too many; we have not seen too many young people. They are pretty 
uniform. 

Mr W.J. JOHNSTON : The point that we both make is that at the moment about 15 caravan parks 
have been taken off the market to be redeveloped into lifestyle villages. That is 15 opportunities for 
caravanning that no longer exist. Why are people choosing to build lifestyle villages on caravan 
parks? Is it because the zone is fixed and all they have to do is redevelop? If that is the case, what 
can be done to provide alternative land? We are all saying, “Let’s find alternative land for caravan 
parks”; what about finding alternative land for lifestyle villages, and leave the caravan parks alone? 
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Ms Hill: That is an excellent question, and it is one that we have been working hard on for pretty 
much the past 12 months. I might pass that question to Denis, because this has been Denis’s life for 
the past few months! 

The CHAIRMAN : Denis, you appear to get the hard ones! 

Mr Millan: Yes! There are two agendas here; one is tourism, obviously through caravan parks, 
regardless of limitations on time. The other is site-specific; it is almost like a mini village approach, 
where they have a leisure centre. I have looked at a number of these. It is all-embracing, and 
lifestyle is almost a literal expression of what it is about, not just an affordable—question mark—
housing unit. There are a range of lifestyles there whereby they have discreet security. It is almost 
like a hard stand where they might have their caravan or boat and four-wheel drive. I know a 
number of them—because I have interviewed them and discussed with them on the ground—who 
literally shut the door, get in the vehicles and live in Broome for three or four months. That is their 
lifestyle; that is what they do, so they are taking advantage of the other going through. Normally, 
lifestyle villages require all the urban infrastructure, particularly sewerage; that is paramount. It also 
relates to proximity to community facilities. I believe that ultimately these should—although they 
are fairly innovative at the moment—be quite site-specific and zone-specifically for them. The 
worst thing we could do is assume that they would actually be developed as part of the normal 
residential development with a particular R code on it of density. I do not think it is appropriate. 
Also, depending on which local authority you interview, there are a range of views about the 
desirability of having park home development in very close proximity to what they would quote as 
normal residential development. There are certain social connotations with some of that as well, 
equally along with caravan parks. There are certain social issues that need to be addressed. 

With caravan parks, most of the time they are either discreetly not necessarily zoned, but they may 
have an additional use and certainly a discretionary use under the planning scheme for a local 
authority. Equally, they still have a high demand for infrastructure by their very nature and 
occupation. In both cases we are looking at fairly reasonable density of development and 
occupation. It does not really matter in a caravan park whether those bays are turning over daily; 
they still have an occupancy rate, so it is the same as if a person or party was there anyway. The 
only variation to that is seasonally driven and it depends on which part of the state it is. Those time 
frames are the thrust and the time span on them as well—what comes through. What we have been 
innovating within the agency is the identification of a number of sites held by the Western 
Australian Planning Commission and also working in conjunction with the Department of Housing. 
This is trying to address this issue of, as I said earlier, land use versus land tenure. If we retain—this 
is really a pilot in this sort of context—a selected number of sites agreed to by the commission, 
what we are looking at is getting these approved through the normal statutory planning processes so 
that there is no differential there at all, with the view that, assuming success on that, these would go 
out to tender to either the private sector or not- for-profit organisations that express interest. We 
would issue long-term leasing in the order of 50 or 60-year leases with management requirements 
imposed. I do not believe that either the agency or the government is into the management of them, 
but I think that if we facilitate the provision of that, it can be a mix in certain areas, and the 
desirability could be site-specific lifestyle village housing. The other could be a caravan park with 
an element permissible under the caravan and camping regulations for longer stay occupants. The 
feedback I have received is that in many areas, there is a daily turnover and seasonal tourism drivers 
as distinct from the money that comes in weekly from what I would almost regard as a gated 
community, which is the lifestyle village or long-stay area. They would have a different regime of 
facilities. It is not a good mix with young kids and people who come in very quickly with 
surfboards and all the rest of it; that does not fit in with that theme. I think we need two regimes of 
service and facilities being provided within the overall site. I do not see any real conflicts there. I 
personally use a lot of caravan parks; I travel extensively throughout not only this state but also 
Queensland and areas like that.  
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That is the sort of experience I find: areas that heavy emphasised tourism but they still have this 
group of people who have been there and stayed a while—a very long while in some cases. I do not 
see anything wrong with that. It is addressing a need that has been identified by the market itself 
and the travelling public.  

[12.30 pm] 

Ms Hill: On the problem with caravan parks transitioning to park homes and losing the tourism, as 
Denis said, sometimes the two do not sit comfortably side by side, so going forward, we are seeking 
to have more that are specifically zoned as park homes—I will call them that for the sake of 
convenience. It is something we would like to see more of. It is good, affordable housing. 
Potentially, issues can arise when, I guess, the market leader gives a 60-year lease.  

The CHAIRMAN : Who is that?   

Ms Hill: National Lifestyle Villages gives a 60-year lease.   

The CHAIRMAN : We have heard some give 20 to 50. 

Ms Hill: National Lifestyle Villages’ model is 60. There is a certain value up-front and there is 
declining value as you go forward. You own the property and can sell it and sell your interest in the 
lease. We are probably still looking at affordable housing for people who like to own their own 
homes. If we are looking at it in terms of social housing that is government owned—you have 
spoken to the Department of Housing and I do not want to speak on their behalf—there is a risk of 
having a two-tiered social housing structure. Rightly or wrongly, there is sometimes prejudice that 
if it is not brick and tile, it is not a real house. Therefore, some people are offered a real house and 
some are offered a park home, so there is a bit of concern there about the public perception of social 
housing. A lot of people would like to own their own home, but they cannot afford it, so if you take 
out the land component—as Denis said, persuade the not-for-profit sector to get into this—
potentially the cost of the land component becomes very low.  

Apart from National Lifestyle Villages, which is an actual park home village developer, I am aware 
of a couple of developers on the south coast, and one in particular, that are looking very hard at 
trying to get land that they will do this with and it will be relatively small, so there will not be the 
top-scale ones with the gymnasiums, the swimming pools, the bowling alleys etcetera. They will be 
more on rural land. People will go there for just the lifestyle but they will be dependent on the 
nearest town for community facilities. That leads to the problem Denis mentioned; that is, this sort 
of development does not fit with the self- image of a number of towns. The phrase used to us 
sometimes is “US trailer parks” which have a had a very poor reputation. There is quite a fear that 
we would be developing that kind of thing, which is very, very low cost and turns into almost a 
ghetto on the edge of a town.  

The CHAIRMAN : If you do not have these sorts of things where do those people live?   

Ms Hill: That is a really good point. I guess we are looking at it. It is something that has come to 
the top of the agency’s mind, certainly in the past nine or 10 months.  

The CHAIRMAN : In the rural areas land and house prices are pretty high, as they are everywhere I 
suppose. We hear there is a lack of diversity of dwelling product, particularly lack of single 
dwelling units, and caravan parks do provide that. Also up-front costs are very high. The average 
cost in Esperance is $450 000. A retirement villa is $430 000 provided by a religious group, which 
is non-profit. National Lifestyle Villages costs up-front $200 000 and there is a weekly cost of $85 
to $100. That is substantially lower. This is a new product too. It allows people access who 
otherwise would have no product at all.  

Mr Nunn: You just said that if you want to hold the caravan parks, or a certain mix, for the tourism 
benefit that goes with that, and open up the other alternative, you still have the ongoing tension of 
caravan park owners sitting generally on a pretty good location, historically, and they see the 
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opportunity to get a better economic outcome upgrading, so there will be an interesting bit of 
tension around that.  

Mr W.J. JOHNSTON : There will always be a problem here because of the highest value use, 
particularly if they are zoned tourism. There is zoning for a caravan park and camping is there not? 
Does anyone have that zoning?   

The CHAIRMAN : Yes. The people in Manjimup have it. They told us they never converted from 
caravanning and camping to tourism. That is what they said. Therefore, they will keep it as 
caravanning, but there is a huge demand to change it to lifestyle villages. Their pressure was for a 
few long stays.  

Mr Millan: As a general observation, most old local authority planning schemes, prior to the 
concept of the local national lifestyle, would have had designations for caravan parks. In many 
cases that would have been because it also related to crown land as a reserve with a management 
order, or, in those days a vesting order, held by the local authority, so the local authority ran the 
caravan park. In many ways, it was also helpful for the local community because it was 
accommodation for fruit pickers or any casual seasonal workers coming through. But, 
unfortunately, over a period of time, there was a lot of pressure on the Lands Department, as it was 
then, to actually either freehold these in favour of the council or, ultimately, the council lost interest 
in it. It would go on the open market, and it was not for a caravan park. That is where the tourism 
areas came in.  

The CHAIRMAN: One young man had the idea of buying six caravan parks around Australia. He 
bought one and three or four firms were doing the same thing ahead of him. They were all designed 
for a mix of alternative uses. Entrepreneurs have seen the potential to upgrade these things.  

Mr W.J. JOHNSTON : Are you a caravaner?  

Mr Millan: I have a Land Cruiser—Troupie, which I live in. I have a tent if I am staying more than 
one night. I hate towing anything. I tour through the central desert, north Queensland or around 
Broome, Derby and a few other areas when I want to go for a drive.  

The CHAIRMAN: Let us explore this alternative. You are working on an idea to have land outside 
the caravan parks for let us call them lifestyle villages. They do not need to be called that, but we do 
not want to be too prescriptive. You are looking at keeping the land value down by having the land 
vested in non-profits from crown land let us say. That is one way. Are you also having a special 
zoning arrangement to allow the private sector to buy land from somebody and meet this criteria, 
outside caravan parks?   

Ms Hill: That occurs now. It is dependent on where they are trying to do it as to how much 
difficulty they have getting through the planning system. In the Perth metropolitan scheme area the 
WA Planning Commission has made decisions in the past that it prefers these to be on residential 
urban zoned land. On rural land, as David pointed out, they are too far away from normal services. 
Then there is a lot of pressure to bring the services to them and that is an impost on government. 
When we started looking through local planning schemes, we discovered a number of local 
governments had refused to have them on urban land. So they are not allowed to be on rural land 
and they are not allowed on urban land, which leads to a bit of a problem.  

The CHAIRMAN : So that forces them onto caravan parks.  

Ms Hill: Yes, although, generally, the lifestyle village kind of people go looking for a greenfields 
site because they can develop it the way they want it. 

The CHAIRMAN: In Mandurah they located on old caravan sites that they turned into greenfields 
sites.  

Ms Hill: A developer gets in, buys the land, develops it, sells it, gets out and pockets the profit. 
When you are talking about a 60-year lease you are obviously not getting a return quickly. It has 
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been said to us—we do not have the answer but we are trying to work it out—that their business 
model does not work if they have to use urban land because of the value of the land, so they need to 
use rural land and then we have a problem because they are too far away from services.   

The CHAIRMAN : Are they? 

Ms Hill: In the metropolitan area they possibly can be, but in the country areas, probably not. Rural 
land can be very close to a small town.  

The CHAIRMAN : You can look at Bunbury, and Busselton. 

Ms Hill: And Manjimup and along the south coast at the Mt Barkers and Denmarks.  

The CHAIRMAN : Or Esperance. 

Ms Hill: Or Esperance. A number of those shires—Denmark being one of them—does not feel this 
sits with the image of the way they want their town to develop and therefore a certain amount of 
local resistance will be shown towards having these things set up.  

The CHAIRMAN : What about places like Harvey?   

Ms Hill: Places that are in decline or have plateaued populations are probably more willing to 
welcome these things because it means more people will come into the area. Places that are under 
growth pressure will probably try to resist it.  

The CHAIRMAN : Most declining areas are not on the coast.  

Ms Hill: So they are not as attractive.  

The CHAIRMAN : Those who go there for lifestyle want to be on the coast.  

Ms Hill: You have probably already heard that the Shire of Moora made an offer to the Kingsway 
residents to make land available for them to go out there. Moora is obviously not on the coast. I 
understand a number of those people felt an inland change was good as well.   

Mr W.J. JOHNSTON : On this topic, you referred to something called housing affordability and 
long-term leasing of land. Is that a discussion paper you have in draft form?   

Ms Hill: It is being prepared at the moment. Planning bulletin No 71 is titled “Residential 
Leasehold Estates”. It is being reviewed, and as part of that review, various pieces of information 
are being put together so that we can consult.  

Mr W.J. JOHNSTON : Is that in any form that the committee could see?    

Ms Hill: It is not in my area so may I take that on notice?  

Mr W.J. JOHNSTON : Sure. 

The CHAIRMAN: When we were in Port Hedland and Karratha there was an issue  about why 
there is difficulty getting land onto the market. One of the issues was the one out of 100-year flood 
problems in tidal areas. Is it an explicit part of the planning process to have one in 100-years 
exclusion areas, and does this reply to caravan parks, because theoretically, caravan parks are 
mobile? If it is one in 100 you can move out.  

Ms Hill: It is a standard planning, I guess, policy that we go for the one in 100-year flood level.  

The CHAIRMAN : Even for caravan parks?   

Ms Hill: It is generally for pretty well any development. There are issues at the moment on which 
people are saying, for example, in the Port Hedland area where Wedgefield is an industrial estate, 
that the same policy has been applied there, but, obviously, there is not nearly the risk. Separating 
inundation, where water comes up very gently and you just get your feet wet, and storm surge, 
where it comes in horizontally and there is serious damage. When we are talking about setbacks 
from the coast we probably would include caravan parks.  
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The CHAIRMAN: A storm surge of 100 will come with a cyclone and the policy of all the caravan 
parks on cyclones is that you have to get out; therefore, it is unlikely that anyone will be there. If 
they are going to be swept away they will be blown away. Why not have horses for courses? I can 
see you putting permanent housing developments on that. If you are going to put houses with 
wheels on them with the clear expression you will move when cyclones come and it is during a 
period when there are not that many people there anyway, and allow us to build, particularly for the 
grey nomad sites, you are allowing greater supply of sites if you allow some sort of variation into 
the storm surge issues. It would also allow the cost to come down if no-one else could use the land. 
Not too many other uses of land can be allowed. 

[12.45 pm] 

Mr Nunn: I will take you back to Coral Bay because that is what we have done in Coral Bay. We 
did a major storm surge study and reached the position where fixed structures could not go in a 
storm surge in caravan bays, which in essence is what you are saying. Are you talking about 
particular examples?  

The CHAIRMAN: I understand that in Port Hedland they applied the one in 100-year storm surge 
policy and then they added on 0.9 metres for global warming. That was applied to caravan parks 
and everything else and basically locked up most of the land for any development purposes.  

Mr Nunn: The way the policy is written, you would interpret it that way. Anne is alluding to the 
fact that case-by-case decisions can be made that are flexible around that. That does not mean that it 
is consistent in every case. I do not know the detail of that.  

Ms Hill: I do not know the detail of that but we have a policy that could be read very rigidly or it 
could be read more flexibly. Unfortunately, planning is not an exact science.  

The CHAIRMAN: Let us explore that, particularly for Port Hedland and Karratha where there is a 
lot of this storm surge land. I think that is why they are so spaced out. There is a difference between 
inundation and storm surge. It seems to us, particularly given the drastic shortage of caravan park 
sites, in Broome, that the same thing applies, although Aboriginal issues are another layer on top of 
that. We could easily lose half our sites in Broome. We could recommend a more liberal 
interpretation of that storm surge ruling applied to caravan parks with the caveat that at certain 
times and conditions they have to get out there and enforce owners to have useable wheels on their 
motor homes because the towbars on some of them have been lost and the wheels are from prams. 
They would just recognise that the risk is not as high.  

Mr Nunn: That state planning policy is under review. You could couch something in those terms. 
That could be considered in the review where you look at a more risk-based management approach, 
particularly where your users are not permanent. 

The CHAIRMAN : You do not allow permanents. 

Mr Nunn: They are the fundamental principles. It increases your opportunities.  

Mr Millan: It also depends on whether that included a built environment as distinct from the bay 
alignments. In other words, where do you draw the line? The nub of what you are suggesting relates 
back to land release per se. Firstly, most of those areas are alienated or crown land as such. There 
are native title, Aboriginal heritage, mining — 

The CHAIRMAN : Not so much in Karratha, Port Hedland and Broome, where they are big issues. 

Mr Millan: Generally, they are the boxes you have to tick to go through the environmental 
clearances. Then you get into built environment requirements—infrastructure, provision of facilities 
and services. It is a matter of working through it. One thing that I would like to suggest relates to 
the planning mechanism. Under the old structure we had scheme reports which told us about the 
botanical history. Now we have a local planning strategy. Part of that relates to the future land uses 
that should be encouraged. There should be a heavier emphasis on tourism, obviously including 
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lifestyle villages and caravan parks, which from my own knowledge in dealing with a lot of 
planning schemes, have not included. I believe that the focus of this would be caught up in it so you 
would have forward projections where these sorts of uses would be best sited and taking it into 
account as part of your overall urban fabric and design so that you are looking at the proximity of 
community facilities in association with that versus other tourism sites—normal, residential, 
industrial. Years ago, particularly in Karratha, there was a very serious issue of housing in the light 
industrial area. I have never seen so many caravans and so many caretakers that lived on each of 
these industrial sites.  

The CHAIRMAN : They are very careful.  

Mr Millan: Yes. It was quite incredible. In some cases we could almost challenge where the 
residential population of Karratha was. Was it in town or out? That was a trend. As scheme 
provision changed and administration and enforcement changed, that has equally gone. It is not the 
same serious issue but it certainly was in the mid to late 1980s. There was a very heavy emphasis 
there.  

The CHAIRMAN : That is where the first North West Shelf stuff was going on.  

Mr Millan: Yes, and the real heavy focus of trying to get land onto the market quickly. This was 
prior to native title. Particularly in Karratha, it was a matter of playing catch up, and you never did. 
Regardless of how quickly you got blocks on the market in that area, they were built and developed 
overnight. People were bringing in a labour force who were immediately accommodated in the light 
industrial areas because they were serviced. It is land that was available.  

The CHAIRMAN : That was even before the fly in, fly out?  

Mr Millan: Yes. That was not uncommon. There were similar issues in Port Hedland and Broome. 
We found a lot of very careful industrialists.  

Ms Hill: You made a point about caravan parks and whether the coastal planning policy would be 
interpreted in a more risk-based way. I do not see that we would have any issues with that. Even a 
caravan park generally has some built environment—ablutions, a little shop and so forth.  

The CHAIRMAN: If in one in 100 years, they are wiped out, that is the risk you take. Then you 
add a storm surge of 0.9 for raising water levels. It will exclude a lot of places.  

Ms Hill: Or you build them up pretty high.  

The CHAIRMAN: Storm surges would destroy that. That is inundation, not storm surges. That 
affected the three major tourist towns of Karratha, Port Hedland and Broome. What about the issues 
of planning and access to land in Broome, with native title decisions? Were you involved in that at 
all? We understand that the Shire of Broome is trying to think about the tourism area. It is a big 
industry. It has a place gazetted for a new caravan park but two of the existing ones are under real 
pressure. One has been sold and the other guy might sell whenever he passes on to whoever he 
passes it on to. That will take out about half the available bays in Broome. Broome is the mecca for 
the grey nomads. They told us that 51 per cent of the people going to Broome drive, which is fairly 
high. Most of the people working in the high-priced resorts live in caravan parks. These caravan 
parks are a really crucial part of the town fabric and they are under real pressure. Most of the land 
around is under this native title claim that has been going on for 13 years. The view of the shire is 
that it does not know what is going to happen. You are not involved in that?  

Ms Hill: We are assisting the Shire of Broome with its local planning strategy at the moment. This 
is the second time that we have assisted in the past few years. We are really trying to make sure that 
it gets its local planning strategy in place. In addition, a lot of work is going on at the moment with 
the James Price Point gas precinct. That is incorporating the impact on Broome as well. We are 
looking into the social assessment of Broome generally. The other thing that is happening in 
Broome is that it is extremely well supplied with public open space and somewhat less well 
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supplied with residential land. Quite a number of amendments are coming through at the moment to 
convert public open space.  

The CHAIRMAN : Is that outside the native title claim area? 

Ms Hill: It is within parts of Broome. I could not be certain where that is coming in. Whenever 
there has been a development in the past, obviously they have to put aside a certain amount of 
public open space. It is not managed. It is often very degraded land and it has some socia l issues. I 
have noticed several amendments are coming through to convert in the past few months.  

The CHAIRMAN: If James Price Point comes up and we do not get any more land and we lose 
some of those caravan park sites, the pressure on the existing caravan sites for long stay will be 
overwhelming. It could choke Broome tourism and therefore the overall economy significantly.  

Ms Hill: You mentioned places south of Broome and these kinds of areas opening up, places such 
as 12 Mile. There is a bit of land around there.  

The CHAIRMAN: My guess is that many of the larger RVs prefer the outstations and they go to 
Broome to resuscitate and get water and whatnot. That is my impression. They have some very nice 
parks there.  

Ms Hill: Should we ever succeed in moving the Broome airport, there is a great deal of land there.  

The CHAIRMAN : I understand that some young men made a good investment there.  

Thank you for your evidence before the committee today. A transcript of the hearing will be 
forwarded to you for minor corrections. If you have any corrections, please send them back within 
10 days of the date of receipt of it. If the transcript is not returned, we will assume it is okay. No 
new material can be added to these corrections and the sense of your evidence cannot be altered. 
Should you wish to provide any additional information or elaborate on points, please provide a 
supplementary submission when you return your corrected transcript. Thank you very much.  

Hearing concluded at 12.56 pm 


